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INTRODUCTION 

The systems of the aircrafts have the most complex devices for the great 

security that need support to passengers to fly
1
. In the case of the study carried 

out, an analysis of harnesses used in the aircraft landing systems of the 

Boening brand is presented
2
. The investigation showed small deteriorated 

sections with the copper wire and tin in their terminals in an oxidized way
3
, which sometimes generated electrical 

conductivity towards the landing system and sometimes did not present any kind of electrical conductivity. This in 

a process of simulation of the functionality of the landing system, caused by failures, which could be generate a 

great tragedy, to occur principally in a commercial flight of real life. This happened in the operations of a clean 

room, where humidity and temperature were controlled, as well as particles and polluting gases
3,4

, mainly with 

filters to detect and not allow entry to the clean room outside the company, of sulfides and oxides of nitrogen 

coming from vehicular traffic
5
. Even with specialized filters, oxidation was generated in the terminals of the 

harnesses. This was at certain times of the year (being in seasonal, monthly, daily and hourly periods). The 

harnesses were evaluated by means of an electric test machine with a plate where the terminals of the harnesses 

were assembled and generated an analysis of the electrical conductivity process.  

Aircraft landing systems 

The aviation area must take special care in all systems that make an aircraft work properly. The three main systems 

mentioned above are the main ones in maintaining a safe flight and avoiding tragedies as they have occurred in 

certain air carriers
6, 7

. One of those that we focus on in our study is the landing system, because it contains electrical 

harnesses that are manufactured in a company located in the city of Mexicali. These harnesses are encased in clean 

rooms, which have filters that detect contaminating particles such as dust and some air pollutants, but do not have 
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Abstract: A study was conducted evaluating harnesses used in the main aircraft landing system, 

which are assembled in an aerospace industry located in the city of Mexicali from 2016 to 2017. In 

this investigation, climate and pollution factors were evaluated, especially derived from sulfurs 

from motor vehicles, which circulate in abundance in this city. In addition an electronic device was 

designed and manufactured that detected with great precision when a harness had some damage 

even being minimal in its terminals of copper and tin. This greatly supported reducing the 

percentage of defective products such as harnesses from 50% to 20%, generating large savings for 

the rework presented by the generation of rusty defective products. The principal factors evaluated 

were climatic and pollution factors. In this study was used the MatLab software to the numerical 

evaluation and the SEM technique to the microanalysis of contamination. 
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filters to detect gases, especially sulphides that penetrate the clean room and generate oxidation of the copper and 

tin terminals of the harnesses.  

Communication signals in the aviation 

Both the subsystems (on land) and in the aircraft are connected with electrical harnesses, which are sometimes 

assembled in companies other than those that completely manufacture the aircraft
6
. This sometimes generates some 

type of defective harness situation, which are originated in the manufacturing, transport or storage processes of the 

participating companies due to the diversity of climatic factors and air pollutants that cannot be controlled in certain 

regions of the world, being this case of the Mexicali city
8
. In this city are generated in periods mainly of winter, 

concentrations of air pollutants in essential sulfur from vehicular traffic, for being a city with a large number of 

motor vehicles. These pollutants in the form of gases penetrate the interiors of industries, especially the aerospace 

industry that is booming in this city in the northwest of the Mexican Republic and cause the oxidation of the copper 

and tin terminals of the harneses
7
. Sometimes the oxidations are generated and can be detected in the final test 

machines of harness functionality and with this, rework is generated, causing economic losses, since the rework 

activity is not contemplated. 

Deterioration of terminals of harnesses 

When the terminals were damaged, the electric test machine indicated a percentage lower than 100% and with this 

was considered an unreliable harness, to be assembled in the landing gear
9
. This caused concern to the specialized 

personnel and managers, because rework was elaborated that was a cost not contemplated in the planning of the 

production. In addition, there was concern, in executives of the Boening Company that assembled the aircraft in its 

entirety in a city in the state of Georgia, United States. For this reason an electronic device was proposed, being of 

low cost and easy to manufacture, with basic components such as transistor, resistor and electrical relay of low cost, 

which was detecting very quickly detect the functionality of the harnesses, in the manufacturing process of clean 

room of the company evaluated, as well as in the operations of unions between different harnesses
10

.  

Harnesses used in the aerospace industry 

In the aerospace industry is a lot type of harnesses that operates by the conductivity of electrical current as macro 

amps or microamps
7
. A manufacturing processes with a lot quantity of harnesses is showed in figure 1 in the Safran 

Company located in Chihuahua, Mexico.  The harnesses are connected in the aircraft landing system with a lot 

electrical connections and debit be in terminals of copper 

and tin
12

.  

Electrical conductivity in harnesses 

The operation of the harnesses is by electrical conductors 

that are constituted principally of metals of aluminium, 

copper, gold, silver, nickel and tin. One of metal most 

used if the copper for its cost and excellent electrical 

properties and also it is a manageable material
8
. The Figure 1. System of aircraft landing with Adriana 

Reyes, 2016
11

harnsesses 
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majorly of the harnesses is fabricated of this material, but is very susceptible to the air pollution principally of 

sulfurs. The electrical conductivity in the harnesses can be as a macroamps and microamps essentially, and some 

industrial machines of electrical probe in some times can`t detect any failure in harnesses essentially in functions 

with micro amps.  

Basic electronic devices 

A lot quantity of electronic devices is used in the aerospace industry, for its functionability, that forms the electrical 

circuits and with this the electrical harnesses used in the aircraft systems
1
. The principal basic electronic devices 

(BED), which are called electrical semiconductors, are the resistor, inductor, capacitor and transistor that form 

great variety of integrated circuits (IC) that are known as electronic chips. Respect to this investigation, the BED 

were used to design and fabricate the electronic device used to detect very fast and easy the particles of air 

pollutants as dust as physical contamination and chemical agents as sulfurs
11

.  

Numerical analysis 

The evaluation was made with the MatLab software
13

 with statistical methods as the correlation analysis to 

compare with a detail the causes and effects of the defective harnesses. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study was made to evaluate the climatic and pollution as dust and sulfurs as the principal factors with 

specialized filters. When the atmospheric evaluation was finished, an electronic device was designed and fabricated 

to detect with a lot security, the agents that generates a bad operation of the electrical and electronic devices. The 

physical and chemical agents were added to the electrical connections of the electrical connections of the electronic 

device used as evaluator system that simulated the operation an electrical harness of the aircraft systems. In this 

investigation were used the ASTM
14, 15

 and Standards ISO
16, 17, 18

 to evaluate the effect of the presence of air 

pollutants being physical and chemical agents. The evaluator electronic device is represented in figure 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Steps of the evaluator electronic device 

The evaluator electronic device (EED) was represented of three steps explained next. The first step indicates a 

detector of metallic surface as electrical connector to identify the presence of physical and chemical agents added to 

the electrical connector of the EED. The second step shows the converter of signals, indicating the presence of air 

pollutants mentioned above in the electrical connections as an electrochemical signal and converted to electrical 

signal of the EED. The third step was represented the electrical indicator with a focus of 25 watts, indicating when 

the EED was functions good and bad and shows the same operation of the harnesses. The mathematical evaluation 

was with the MatLab software and the microanalysis was made with the SEM technique of a private company. 
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RESULTS 

Evaluation of productivity 

This represents the same operation of the harnesses and this function in the aircraft system. Figure 3 and 4 shows 

the relation of productivity, defective products and atmospheric factors.   

 

Figure 3. Correlation analyses of climatic factors with productive efficiency. 

Figure 3 shows the correlation analysis of climatic factors and productivity efficiency, where the analysis indicates 

the effect of these factors in the percentage of the productivity. The evaluation in the clean room of industry 

analyzed, shows the color of lines, involving the ranges of temperature, because was the parameter that have more 

effect in the productivity efficiency, and with changes of temperature, are a great relation with the relative 

humidity. The productivity efficiency indicated three ranges: 0% to 40% (means finish 50% of goals of production 

percentage), 41% to 70% (means finish 75% of goals of production percentage) and 71 to 100% (means finish 

100% of goals of production percentage). 

Figure 3 indicates that with relativity humidity from 0% to 50% and temperature from 30 °C to 45 °C, was 

presented low productivity efficiency from 0% to 40%. At relativity humidity from 0% to 30% and temperature 

from 0 °C to 20 °C, the productivity efficiency was from 40% to 90%. With relativity humidity from 40% to 100% 

and temperature from 0 °C to 20 °C, the productivity efficiency was from 0% to 25%. At relativity humidity from 

50% to 85% and high temperature from 0 °C to 20 °C, the productivity efficiency was high (20% to 80%. With 

relativity humidity from 25% to 75% and temperature from 30 °C to 40 °C, the productive efficiency was from 90% 

to 100%. 

SEM analysis 

To determine the grade of deterioration of the metallic connections of copper of harnesses, was utilized the 

microanalysis with the SEM technique. This was by a private company with cooperate with the analysis with the 

educational institution of authors. Figure 4 shows the negative effect of the air pollution of dust and sulfures 

particles as gas that penetrate to the clean room of the industry evaluated.  
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Figure 4. Microanalysis of deterioration of electrical connections of harnesses 

The white points represented in figure is dust added, where the temperature and relative humidity were important 

factors to generate the addition of particles. The black points were particles of sulfurs added with the same process 

with the temperature and relative humidity, as the principal climatic factors, of the deterioration of the metallic 

surfaces.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of air pollutants as dust as particles and sulfurs as particles and gases, deteriorate the metallic 

connections of harnesses and this causes a defective product. This is because can’t can used to the aircraft landing 

system that can originates a great tragedy if this causes a failure in fly. This occurred in a clean room of a company 

located in the Mexicali city, with restricted standards. This cause economic losses and concerned to owners, 

managers and specialized people. For this reason was made the investigation with people of the company evaluated 

with the specialized in industrial, electronics and environmental topics of the Tecnologio Nacional de Mexico, with 

two campus located in the Instituto Tecnologico de Mexicali and the Instituto Tecnologico de Ensenada. 

Researchers for both educational institutions, designed, fabricated and tested the electronic device to detect the 

unfuncionability of the electrical harnesses very easy and fast. 
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